
 

 

Viewmaster Pro Screen Box 
 

                                                    

Thank you for purchasing a Screen Technics Viewmaster Pro Screen Box, please ensure that you read the 

following instructions fully before attempting to install this product. 

 

  

General Advice 

 

The Screen Box is an in-ceiling solution for the range of Screen Technics 

Viewmaster Pro Projection Screens and is to be mounted above the 

ceiling line, utilising the ceiling edge trim to cover the ceiling material 

cut-out. 

 

It has power cable and input cable entry hole with cover located on 

the left hand side. Please allow sufficient cable length to allow wiring 

to be performed at a height suitable for the install environment. 

Note: Access to control inputs cannot be connected easily with the 

screen fitted in the screen box  

 

 

 

Installation Advice 

 

The screen box is constructed in 18mm MDF board and as such can be used to fit any brackets you may care to 

utilise, by screwing straight into the box itself, being careful not to penetrate into the internal area, or use the 

supplied corner captive nutcerts and eye-bolts to support the screen by chain and turnbuckle from a suitable 

structure above. 

 

It is recommended that at least 4 separate chains are used and that the structure you choose to mount from is 

secure enough for the job. 

 

Screen Installation – Please note the screen brackets come supplied with the 

Projection Screen, not the Screen Box, so you will carry out this procedure at 

the time of screen install.  

 

The screen box comes with 2 or 3 (depending on screen size) recessed cut-

outs for the L-shaped screen bracket to be installed, utilising the supplied 

Phillips type bolt and washer, which are screwed into the pre-fitted tee-nuts 

located in the roof of the screen box. We recommend that you also put at 

least 4 wood screws into the provided holes as a back-up measure against 

any bolt failure. 

 

 

 

 

Should you have any questions regarding the installation of our projection screens please call our technical 

sales desk on +61 2 4869 2100 for assistance. 

 


